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Abstract
A learning method is presented which improves the dynamic accuracy of conventional industrial robots with integrated position control. The method is based on feedforward control being able to follow off-line programmed trajectories with high speed and negligible pose errors. For learning, the robot has to be moved along a given path. The algorithm then estimates a simple model. This model is used to build up a controller which is able to modify positional commands, thus reducing the positional path error from some millimeters to approximately 0.2 mm for a manu Tec r2 robot. This improvement is valid also for other, non-trained trajectories. For repetitive control of a single path the error will be even less. Measurements of path accuracy are verified using data of a force/torque sensor during tracking a known contour.

1. Introduction

There is a lot of literature about learning control of robots, but most papers deal with improvement of the accuracy of fixed paths by repetitive control (see e.g. [2], [4], or [11]) or with learning to react on sensory signals (see e.g. [3], [5], or [7]).

On the contrary this paper treats the case that the robot is trained only once and should then be able to follow arbitrary paths with high accuracy without any further learning. This is important for off-line programmed tasks which take into account the shape of nominal trajectories but normally don't care about the dynamic behaviour of the robot which even may differ among robots of the same type.

In literature this task was discussed in the past only for robots with joint torque interface (see e.g. [6] or [10]), often assuming knowledge of an inverse robot model (see e.g. [1]). Such an approach in general is not based on positional control which, however, is standard for most existing robots. So we developed a method which easily can be integrated into the normal control system of industrial robots. For our tests it was realized as an external add-on to the robot controller.

As tested we use an industrial robot manu Tec r2 (see Figure 1) with the appropriate SIEMENS robot controller RCM3 which allows to send positional joint commands every 8 ms and to measure the corresponding actual values at the same rate.

Figure 1. Robot with wrist force sensor in starting position

These commands are the input of cascaded joint controllers which finally move the links to the commanded positions. Unfortunately the delays of the resulting trajectories are different for different joints. This can be
visualized best by plotting the cartesian projections of a commanded path and the resulting actual movements. Figure 2 displays such a sample trajectory, defined by a horizontal and a vertical circular movement of the endeffector without changing the orientation. The starting configuration is shown in Figure 1. The actual path of the vertical movement is distorted because of the high speed of 500 mm/s, whereas in the horizontal circle deviations are mainly harmless trailing errors.

![Figure 2. Projection of commanded (desired) and actual path to the xy-plane.](image)

The actual positions in Figure 2 are computed using the joint angles measured by the encoders of the motors. So they do not represent the real joint values. Chap. 4 roughly calculates the error.

Chap. 2 explains the method for minimization of the measurable deviations, followed by experimental results in chap. 3.

2. The Learning System

Compensation of path deviations is performed hierarchically in three levels. First a coarse model of the robot is built (sect. 2.1). Then this model is used to modify the commands of the specified path such that the control error is minimized (sect. 2.2). Those modifications can be learned in a feedback controller being able to correct even untrained paths (sect. 2.3).

Learning is executed on joint level. It turns out that the joints are different but fairly decoupled. So in this chapter we may focus on the treatment of single joints.

2.1 Identification of a Simple Model

Identification of a coarse robot model means learning of a mapping between the positional joint commands \( u(k) \) and the measured actual joint positions \( y(k) \). The experiments show that a linear decoupled mapping is sufficient for this task so that different but scalar models for the individual joints are appropriate. The approach for each of those models is

\[
y(k + n_t + 1) = \hat{y}_d(k) + \sum_{i=1}^{n_t} \hat{g}_i(k) \cdot u(k-i+1)
\]

(1)

with \( k \) and \( n_t \) denoting the index of the sampling instant and the number of steps until the first reaction in return to a command can be measured, respectively.

A recursive Kalman filter as a sample of a linear parameter estimation method determines the estimated values \( \hat{g}_i \) of the impulse response function. The theoretical number of elements of this function is infinite, but for asymptotically stable processes it can be cut. Experiments with our robot yield \( n_t = 7 \) elements being sufficient when using sampling intervals of 16 ms.

The additional function \( \hat{y}_d(k) \) is necessary for the estimation to converge in spite of static differences between \( u(k) \) and \( y(k) \) due to the limited resolution of the measured values.

To ensure convergence in case of a smooth path it is further necessary to add some stochastic excitation to the commanded values.

2.2 Learning to Follow a Given Path

This model can now be used to modify the positional commands such that the measured values coincide with the desired path. The overall structure is summarized in Figure 3.

The lower part shows the on-line execution of memorized commands. The small blocks left blank collect data of the whole trajectory allowing off-line learning in the rest of the figure. So the vectors represent the scalar values at different time instants.
2.3 Modification of Commands for Arbitrary Paths

Modifications of the commanded path according to the previous chapter require new learning for every new path or speed. So a parameterized version is necessary for on-line modification of arbitrary trajectories after initial training.

It proves to be sufficient for this modification to train a linear feedforward filter using some subsequently desired positions \( w(k+i) \) as input:

\[
u(k) = w(k) + \sum_{i=1}^{n_k} \gamma_i \cdot (w(k + n_f + i) - w(k))
\]

(4)

For the experiments in chapter 3, \( n_k = n_f = 7 \) is used. So with \( n_f = 3 \) only 10 predicted steps of the path are necessary, making the approach applicable for on-line path planning as well.

This kind of feedforward control is superior to any algorithm implemented in the robot controller, because additional information about the future path is always provided and not restricted to simple, in most cases even linear moves. On the other side the knowledge of the future path can be a restriction, especially for sensor guided movements. This disadvantage can be compensated by using a predictive sensor [12] which in combination with the proposed feedforward control allows to make fast and accurate sensor controlled movements.

The resulting learning and control structure can be obtained from Figure 3 by replacing the path memory block by Figure 4. Training is performed by estimating the parameters \( \gamma_i \) of equation (4) according to the target signals, using a recursive Kalman filter as for the identification in sect 2.1. So the adaptation of learning parameters is possible as well.
3. Experimental Results

Experiments with our laboratory setup prove that it is sufficient to execute a slow movement with superposed stochastic excitation of about 200 sampling steps to get a model that is accurate enough.

Thereafter the path specific modification of the commands according to sect. 2.2 converges within few iterations (see Figure 5 for deviations in cartesian space).

The positional pose errors without modification of commands are approximately the joint angles covered in 80 ms. Transferred to cartesian values within 20 iterations the pose error is reduced to about 0.1 mm (see 3rd column in Table 1).

The more important positional path error, i.e. the part of the positional pose error normal to the direction of movement, can be reduced by a factor of 40 for this high-speed trajectory. Accuracy is limited by the resolution of the encoders (about 0.05 mm) and, for high speed movements, by model errors.

Orientalational pose error and orientational path error are not regarded, it may be assumed, however, that similar improvements are observable as well, because modifications are learned from joint errors and not from cartesian positions.

The learned feedforward controller cannot compete with the accuracy of real path learning. Nevertheless the error is reduced substantially, even for non-trained paths, if the training path is suitable, as are trajectories planned in cartesian space for learning in joint space. Table 1 and Table 2 show the results after training of the first path of Table 2 (which is not identical with the path of Table 1). The resultant positional pose error is about 0.2 mm. Unfortunately, path deviations can be calculated easily only for circular paths, so that this criterion is dropped in Table 2. However, the circular path of Table 1 proves a reduction of factor 20 for the positional path error of high speed movements.

The inferiority of feedforward control to the path specific modification of commands may be explained by nonlinear effects which are compensated in iterative correction of commands, but which cannot be represented by a linear feedforward filter. Besides, the model is learned only for one path, so it is unsuitable for predicting different reactions at different regions of the working space.

If the accuracy reached by feedforward control is not sufficient, it is possible, of course, to continue learning with path specific modifications of the commands as

---

**Figure 5.** Positional error of horizontal circular path before learning and after the first two iterations.
described in chap. 2. Then the control error can be reduced additionally by a factor of 2.

Concerning the range of paths it can be said that the acceleration limits of the robot are reached, so that faster movements are hardly possible. The two lower paths in Table 2 cover maximal changes of the inertia of joint 1, from small values of \( x \) according to the maximal joint speed to an almost singular configuration with big values of \( x \).

Orientation of the gripper was held constant, either upside as in Figure 1, or downside as in Figure 6. So joint 4 was not moved at all, thus disabling any improvement by feedforward control.

### 4. Verification of Path Measurements

So far, the error reduction only deals with the joint values measured at the motor shafts. To assess the real joint error, sensor signals have to be evaluated measuring the position relative to some fixed objects. In our case a compliant force/torque sensor is used, guaranteeing a high positional resolution.

The gripper is commanded along a known contour as in Figure 6 evaluating the torque values to detect radial path deviations.

Unfortunately, sensible contact forces influence the dynamic behaviour of the robot. So, for the estimation of the error not directly measurable and for further applications with force contact at the effector an extension to the described feedforward control is useful.

#### 4.1 Extension to React on External Forces

Extension to the presented feedforward control can be made in different ways. The first idea [7] was to include

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>path</th>
<th>speed</th>
<th>cartesian pose error without feedforward control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hor. and vert. circles, gripper upside</td>
<td>500 mm/s</td>
<td>39.900 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>250 mm/s</td>
<td>21.523 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hor. circle, gripper downside</td>
<td>375 mm/s</td>
<td>23.091 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>188 mm/s</td>
<td>13.546 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vert. circle, gripper downside</td>
<td>375 mm/s</td>
<td>24.053 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>188 mm/s</td>
<td>14.126 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hor. circles, gripper upside, from ( x = 100 ) mm to ( x = 650 ) mm</td>
<td>375 mm/s</td>
<td>32.074 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>188 mm/s</td>
<td>16.709 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hor. rectangles, gripper upside, from ( x = 125 ) mm to ( x = 650 ) mm</td>
<td>375 mm/s</td>
<td>27.221 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>188 mm/s</td>
<td>16.218 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
feedback control. Experiments with our laboratory setup proved, however, that at a sampling rate of 125 cps further improvements are not possible [8].

The same turns out to be valid for force feedback in the outer loop, provided that the programmed path exerts only small forces as in the experiments of sect. 4.2.

It is, however, possible to include predicted changes of force in the feedforward control. This is done just by replacing the feedforward controller of equation (4) by

$$ w(k) = w(k) + \sum_{i=1}^{n_c} r_{wi} \cdot (w[k + \alpha_{i} + \beta] - w(k)) 
+ \sum_{i=1}^{n_c} r_{fi} \cdot (f[k + \alpha_{i} + \beta] - f(k)) $$

(5)

The predicted forces $f(k)$ have to be computed using the analytical description of the path and the contact surface or using a predictive sensor as in [12]. Prediction using the actual sensor values does not give any additional information. It should be mentioned further, that predicted and sensed forces are multiplied by the Jacobian transpose before being used in equation (5).

### 4.2 Evaluation of Sensor Data

For a compliant sensor, measured forces/torques represent deviations from the nominal position, the deviations being proportional to the measured values with known elasticity factors, 2.5 N/mm and 0.5 Nm/mm, respectively, with respect to the contact point. These deviations are caused either by external contact forces or by internal forces due to acceleration.

In relation to the path deviations to be verified, the sensor is regarded to be stiff. So the tool center point is assumed to be at the position of the contour, displaced by the sensed deviation. As a result the computed cartesian position is influenced by elasticity in the joints but not in the sensor.

There are two problems left for an accurate path detection. First, the absolute position of the contour to be tracked is unknown. So it is only possible to detect relative path errors, caused by inferior repeatability or by dynamical effects. The static error cannot be determined.

The second problem are forces or torques, sensed due to acceleration of the gripper. They have to be compensated separately, using the approximately known trajectory.

Figure 7 shows the absolute values of the differences between the sensed contour and the path measured in the joints. Friction as well as centrifugal forces in the sensed data are compensated. The graphs are always
positive to guarantee contact. They are not constant because of irregularities in the circular shape of the contour. But those disturbances are the same for all trajectories. The difference between the curves is a measure for the dynamical deviations that are not measurable using the joint values (see 4th column in Table 3).

Comparing the curves yields a distinction between stochastical disturbances of about 0.05 mm and a velocity-dependent part of about 0.1 mm. The stochastical part is caused by the pose repeatability of the robot and by measurement noise. The velocity-dependent part comes from elasticity in the joints yielding compliance because of dynamical forces.

Measured and total deviations are correlated, the mean difference not exceeding 0.1 mm (Table 3). So this is an upper bound for the additional error, not regarded in Table 1 or Table 2, yielding real (total) path errors of about 0.2 mm.

In addition the velocity-dependent disturbance seems to be observable or learnable. To do so, the true position has to be modeled and the real joint control error has to be minimized, not the one calculated by joint measurements. This would require external measurement of the exact six dimensional pose which was not realized in the context of this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>no. of test</th>
<th>speed</th>
<th>measured path error</th>
<th>difference between sensed contour and contour of 1st test</th>
<th>total (sensed) path error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31 mm/s</td>
<td>0.036 mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.046 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>31 mm/s</td>
<td>0.037 mm</td>
<td>0.048 mm</td>
<td>0.137 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>125 mm/s</td>
<td>0.129 mm</td>
<td>0.091 mm</td>
<td>0.213 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>250 mm/s</td>
<td>0.078 mm</td>
<td>0.126 mm</td>
<td>0.202 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>375 mm/s</td>
<td>0.110 mm</td>
<td>0.156 mm</td>
<td>0.264 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>31 mm/s</td>
<td>0.217 mm</td>
<td>0.067 mm</td>
<td>0.286 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>125 mm/s</td>
<td>0.810 mm</td>
<td>0.179 mm</td>
<td>0.989 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Mean radial path error for different speeds using learned feedforward control (upper part) or the original robot controller (lower part).

5. Discussion

The proposed method on-line reduces measurable control errors for arbitrary paths after initial learning using a suitable trajectory. For our laboratory setup improvements by factors up to 20 are reachable when no contact forces are present. On the other side predictable contact forces can be compensated by feedforward control as well.

Robots with such a learned control behaviour are able to precisely execute off-line programmed paths, without explicit modifications due to dynamical deviations.

For high precision requirements the control error can be further halved by learning modifications of the commands.

These improvements are observed using the internal joint encoders. So for the real joint control error an unknown static deviation and a dynamical one are present, too. The static error is of no importance for sensor aided path planning. The dynamical part does not exceed 0.1 mm. Beyond that it may be learned except for the stochastical noise of less than 0.05 mm, provided that the real control error can be sensed. This sensing setup can be removed after learning, however, because feedforward control does not feed back the actual values.

So far the robot was treated to be essentially decoupled. Existing couplings between the individually controlled joints are observable but are not dominant. For the future we plan to map and compensate these couplings using neural networks.

All experiments were executed using a manutech r2 robot with the corresponding industrial controller. There is no reason to expect some completely different behaviour with another hardware setup. For a direct-drive robot, however, extensions may be desirable to compensate couplings or position dependent motor characteristics. Nevertheless the learning method as it is proposed can be used in this case, too.
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